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Clear evidence of the transition from hydrodynamiclike to strongly kinetic shock-driven implosions is,
for the first time, revealed and quantitatively assessed. Implosions with a range of initial equimolar D3He
gas densities show that as the density is decreased, hydrodynamic simulations strongly diverge from and
increasingly overpredict the observed nuclear yields, from a factor of ∼2 at 3.1 mg=cm3 to a factor of 100
at 0.14 mg=cm3. (The corresponding Knudsen number, the ratio of ion mean-free path to minimum shell
radius, varied from 0.3 to 9; similarly, the ratio of fusion burn duration to ion diffusion time, another figure
of merit of kinetic effects, varied from 0.3 to 14.) This result is shown to be unrelated to the effects of
hydrodynamic mix. As a first step to garner insight into this transition, a reduced ion kinetic (RIK) model
that includes gradient-diffusion and loss-term approximations to several transport processes was
implemented within the framework of a one-dimensional radiation-transport code. After empirical
calibration, the RIK simulations reproduce the observed yield trends, largely as a result of ion diffusion
and the depletion of the reacting tail ions.
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Inertial confinement fusion implosions, whether for
ignition [1] or nonignition [2,3] experiments, are nearly
exclusively modeled as hydrodynamic in nature with a
single average-ion fluid and fluid electrons [4,5]. However,
in the early phase of virtually all inertial fusion implosions,
strong shocks are launched into the capsule where they
increase in strength and speed as they converge to the center
and abruptly and significantly increase the ion temperature
in the central plasma region. In this process, and in the
rebound of the shock from the center, which initiates a burst
of fusion reactions (i.e., the fusion shock burn or shock
flash [6]), the mean-free path for ion-ion collisions can
become, especially for lower-density fueled implosions,
sufficiently long that both the shock front itself and the
resulting central plasma are inadequately described by
hydrodynamic modeling. This process and the transition
of regimes from hydrodynamiclike to strongly kinetic are
the focus of this Letter.
Recent kinetic and multiple-ion-fluid simulations have
begun to explore deviations from average-ion hydrody-
namic models, particularly during the shock phase of
implosions when such effects are potentially paramount.
For example, in an effort to explain observed yield
anomalies in multiple-ion fuels of D3He, DT, and
DT3He [7–9], researchers have investigated multiple-ion-
fluid effects [10–12] as well as utilized a hybrid fluid-
kinetic model [13,14]. Other modeling work has included
ion viscosity and nonlocal ion transport [15] in order to
reduce discrepancies with shock-generated nuclear yields.
Very recently, a model for Knudsen layer losses of
energetic ions [16], based in part on earlier work [17],
was explored for a variety of plastic capsule implosions
with relatively thick walls, all largely ablatively driven (not
shock driven) and with THD fuel. In their work, the
inclusion of non-Maxwellian effects and a turbulent mix
model brought their simulated yields into better agreement
with measurements.
In contrast to previous studies, this work represents a
comprehensive experimental effort to isolate and carefully
explore ion kinetic effects in shock-driven implosions by
systematically varying the ion-ion mean-free path relative
to the minimum shell radius, i.e., from a regime where the
hydrodynamic description is approximately valid to one
where it is strongly violated. To achieve this goal, this
experimental campaign used virtually identical glass
capsules and laser drive conditions, varied only the fill
density of equimolar D3He (from 3.1 to 0.14 mg=cm3),
and made the most comprehensive set of diagnostic
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measurements possible so as to achieve the most credible
hydro-kinetic parameters and to allow, in the future, the
highest-fidelity comparison to simulations. The experimen-
tal measurements include absolute yields for both DD and
D3He reactions
Dþ D → 3Heð0.82 MeVÞ þ nð2.45 MeVÞ; (1)
Dþ 3He → αð3.6 MeVÞ þ pð14.7 MeVÞ; (2)
burn-averaged ion temperatures (Ti) for both DD and D3He
reactions, scattered light from the implosion drive, x-ray
images of the imploding capsule for determination of the
convergence (and the minimum shell radius), secondary
nuclear yield measurements to infer the fuel areal density
and convergence, and bang times and, usually, burn
durations from both DD and D3He reactions. As will be
shown, even the shock burn duration, when compared to
ion diffusion times (inferred from this collection of exper-
imental measurements), is insightful and is an excellent
figure of merit for understanding the transition from
hydrodynamic to strongly kinetic regimes (see Table I).
It is demonstrated that standard and well-known hydro-
dynamic simulations [18–20] are increasingly discrepant
with experimental results as the ion mean-free path
becomes larger than the minimum shell radius.
A series of glass-shell implosions were performed on
the OMEGA laser facility [21]. The capsules had an
outer diameter of 860 12 μm, a wall thickness of
2.3 0.1 μm, a density of 2.15 g=cm3, and were filled
with a range of fill densities of equimolar D3He gas, from
3.1 to 0.14 mg=cm3. The capsules were imploded by 59 or
60 symmetrically pointed beams, delivering 14.6 kJ in a
0.6-ns pulse. Rapid laser absorption in the thin SiO2 ablator
caused a strong, spherically converging shock to be
launched into the gas with a resulting Mach number of
M ∼ 15. As the shock rebounds at the center of the
implosion, DD and D3He fusion burn is initiated along
the shock rebound trajectory.
For decreasing initial gas density, the Maxwellian-
average mean-free path for ion-ion collisions around
nuclear bang time, based on measured quantities, varied
from ∼40 to ∼800 μm, from a regime that is reasonably
hydrodynamiclike to one that is strongly kinetic. This is
reflected in the Knudsen number NK ≡ λii=Rshell, the ratio
of ion mean-free path to minimum shell radius, which
varied from ∼0.3 to 9. The Knudsen number is another
figure of merit for studies of hydrodynamic and kinetic
behavior. In a broader context, this near single-parameter
study allows for a quantitative assessment of long mean-
free-path effects in a regime comparable to the early phases
of cryogenically layered hot-spot ignition implosions, in
which anM ∼ 10–50 shock converges in a DT gas of initial
density 0.3 mg=cm3 [1,22].
Radiation-hydrodynamic simulations were performed
using three well-known and benchmarked hydrodynamic
simulation codes: LILAC [18], HYADES [20], and DUED [19].
All three gave very similar predictions in this campaign
and, as a representative case, the one-dimensional (1D)
version of the two-dimensional Lagrangian DUED code
[19,23] is utilized herein; it includes flux-limited electron
thermal transport with a flux limiter of f ¼ 0.07 and non-
LTE opacities. Laser absorption is modeled by inverse
bremsstrahlung with laser refraction and a 10% reduction in
the input laser energy so that the time-averaged simulated
absorbed laser fraction matches experimental measure-
ments by full aperture backscatter stations [24]. Ion
viscosity is included. The DUED simulation of an implosion
with 1.1 mg=cm3 D3He is shown in Fig. 1. Lagrangian
mass-element trajectories as a function of time show a
rapidly converging shock, which rebounds at ∼0.7 ns.
Measured DD and D3He yields, Doppler-broadening-
inferred burn-averaged ion temperatures (Ti), and DD bang
TABLE I. Key hydro-kinetic parameters, all inferred from measured quantities, in the hydrodynamiclike and strongly kinetic regimes,
including the initial gas density, the yield-averaged ion temperature, the average ion-ion mean-free path at bang time, the minimum shell
radius, the Knudsen number, the DD (D3He) burn duration, the D (3He) ion diffusion time, and the ratio of DD (D3He) burn duration to
D (3He) diffusion time.
Initial gas density (mg=cm3) hTii (keV) λii (μm) Rshell (μm) NK τburn;DD (τburn;D3He) (ps) τdiff;D (τdiff;3He) (ps) Rτ;DD (Rτ;D3He)
3.1 14 ∼40 ∼130 ∼0.3 ∼200 (∼160) ∼600 (∼2400) ∼0.3 (∼0.07)
0.14 28 ∼800 ∼85 ∼9 ∼140a (∼120) ∼10 (∼40) ∼14 (∼3)
aThe DD burn duration was not directly measured on this experiment but is reasonably assumed to be ∼20% longer than the D3He burn
duration, based on τburn;DD=τburn;D3He ∼ 1.2 at other fill densities.
FIG. 1 (color online). Lagrangian mass-element trajectories in
1D DUED simulations [19,23] for an implosion with 1.1 mg=cm3
D3He. The laser pulse is a square pulse, about 0.6 ns in duration.
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time, the time of peak fusion production, are compared to
post-processed DUED-predicted values in Fig. 2. DD yields
and burn-averaged Ti were measured using the neutron
time of flight suite [25], while D3He yields and burn-
averaged Ti were measured using wedge-range-filter pro-
ton spectrometers and charged particle spectrometers [26].
The excellent agreement observed between the spectral
widths of the D3He-α and D3He-p spectra gives a high
degree of confidence in the D3He-burn-averaged ion
temperature measurement. The DD bang times were
measured using the neutron temporal diagnostic [27].
Uncertainties in measured yields are ∼ 10%, whereas
the uncertainty in the DD-burn-averaged Ti is 0.5 keV,
and the uncertainty in the D3He-burn-averaged Ti is
2 keV. The absolute uncertainty in DD-neutron bang
time is 50 ps.
DUED-simulated DD and D3He yields are slowly varying
as the initial gas density is decreased, increasing in the case
of D3He, as the decrease in density is balanced or overcome
by an increase in temperature and fusion reactivity. In
contrast, the measured yields decrease dramatically at low
density. This discrepancy in trends is reflected in the yield
over clean (YOC), the ratio of measured yields to yields
simulated by 1D (“clean”) hydrodynamic simulations that
do not include a turbulent mix model or kinetic effects. This
decrease in YOC is especially notable below ∼1.7 mg=cm3
and reflects the weakening confinement of fuel ions as the
ion mean-free path becomes significant relative to the shell
radius. Above ∼1.7 mg=cm3, representing a more hydro-
dynamiclike regime, the YOC reaches ∼0.35 for DD and
∼0.5 for D3He yields.
Both the measured and DUED-simulated ion temperatures
increase as gas density is decreased, suggesting that more
energy is coupled to each ion at lower gas density; however,
the trend in Ti is much stronger in simulation than in the
experiment. Also, the difference between DD and D3He
burn-averaged ion temperatures indicates the presence of
temperature gradients in the fuel, though based on the long
ion-ion collision times in more strongly kinetic experiments
(∼900 ps at the lowest gas density), this difference may
also partly reflect a difference in temperatures between 3He
and D ions.
The measured DD bang time is relatively independent of
gas density and also matches the DUED predictions. This
approximate invariance is reasonable, given that the shock
decouples from the shell only ∼300 ps before shock
rebound (Fig. 1), such that the higher-velocity shock in
the low-density implosion reaches the center only slightly
earlier than the lower-velocity shock in the high-density
implosion.
In order to qualitatively understand the strong decrease
in YOC, this general trend is recast in terms of the
Maxwellian-averaged ion-ion mean-free path, where λii ∝
T2i =ni [28]. As the initial fill density is decreased from 3.1
to 0.14 mg=cm3, the ion density after shock convergence
decreases from ∼2 × 1022 to ∼5 × 1021 [29]. Concurrently
with the decrease in ion density, the ion temperature
(a yield-weighted average of DD- and D3He-burn-averaged
ion temperatures) increases from 14 to 28 keV, such that
over the range of the experiment, λii varies from ∼40 μm at
high density to ∼800 μm at low density. At high density,
the ion-ion mean-free path is ∼0.3Rshell, where Rshell is the
x-ray-framing-camera (XRFC) [30] estimated minimum
FIG. 2 (color online). Measured and DUED-simulated DD and
D3He (a) yields, (b) yields over clean (YOC) relative to DUED
simulations, (c) measured and DUED-simulated burn-averaged ion
temperatures,and(d)measuredandDUED-simulatedDDbangtimeas
a function of initial gas density. The initial gas density in cryogeni-
cally layered ignition experiments, 0.3 mg=cm3 [1], is indicated
with the dotted vertical line. This indicates that such ignition
implosions during the shock convergence phase are in the kinetic
regime. Two separate experiments were performed at 0.14 mg=
cm3 with nearly identical results, indicating excellent repeatability.
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shell radius ∼130 μm. At high density, the Knudsen
number NK ∼ 0.3, and a hydrodynamic description is more
valid. At low density, λii ∼ 9Rshell (NK ∼ 9), with
Rshell ∼ 85 μm, such that the hydrodynamic description
is severely invalid and long ion mean-free-path effects, as
reflected by the large Knudsen number, are significant
(see Table I).
The DD and D3He YOC values relative to DUED
simulations [originally plotted as a function of initial gas
density in Fig. 2(b)] are now shown as a function of NK ≡
λii=Rshell in Fig. 3. Both the DD and D3He YOC show a
dramatic trend of decreasing YOC with increasing NK ,
from YOCDD ∼ 0.35 and YOCD3He ∼ 0.50 at NK ∼ 0.3 to
YOCDD ∼ 0.009 and YOCD3He ∼ 0.006 at NK ∼ 9. The
hydrodynamic code does an increasingly poor job match-
ing the measured yields as the conditions in the implosion
become strongly kinetic.
In a similar vein and again based solely on experimental
measurements, the ratio Rτ of the fusion burn duration to
the ion diffusion time is calculated. Rτ is another figure of
merit for describing hydrodynamic-kinetic regimes. The
characteristic diffusion time scale based on the ion mean-
free path and thermal velocity τdiff ¼ R2shell=ðð1=3ÞλiivtiÞ, is
∼10 ps for D ions and ∼40 ps for 3He ions at
0.14 mg=cm3. These diffusion times are substantially
shorter than the duration of fusion burn, ∼120 ps for
D3He fusion and ∼140 ps for DD fusion. Conversely, in
the hydrodynamiclike regime (3.1 mg=cm3), τdiff is
∼600 ps for D ions and 2400 ps for 3He, such that diffusion
is insignificant over the duration of fusion burn, ∼200 ps
for DD fusion and ∼160 ps for D3He fusion. As shown in
Table I, Rτ varies from ∼0.3 to ∼14 for DD and from ∼0.07
to ∼3 for D3He fusion. Similar to the Knudsen number, Rτ
reflects this transition from hydrodynamiclike to strongly
kinetic. When Rτ ≳ 1, ion diffusion must be important, and
this will not be adequately accounted for in the standard
hydrodynamic models.
An important issue is whether the observed YOC trend
could be a result of hydrodynamic mix increasingly
quenching the yield as the initial fuel density decreases,
as might well be expected in ablatively driven implosions.
A fall-line analysis [31] using hydrodynamics simulations
indicates that the hydrodynamic fuel-shell mix cannot
substantially account for this trend, as should be expected
for these low-convergence (convergence ratio ∼4–5),
shock-driven implosions in which there is virtually no
deceleration phase [32]. Eliminating hydro-simulated yield
generated outside of the radius corresponding to 20%
of the distance from the fuel-shell interface to the fall-
line (the maximum-velocity trajectory of the fuel-shell
interface) models a near-worst-case reduction of fusion
yield. This assumes that the shell is entirely mixed
with the fuel in that volume and fusion reactions are
completely quenched. At 3.1 mg=cm3, the reduction in
yield due to hydrodynamic mix is negligible, while even at
0.14 mg=cm3, mix accounts for at most a factor of 2 yield
reduction. Hydrodynamic mix falls short then by at least a
factor of 20 in explaining the factor of 40 difference in
YOC observed between 0.14 and 3.1 mg=cm3.
As a first step to begin exploring this hydro-kinetic
transition, a reduced ion kinetic (RIK) model that includes
gradient-diffusion and loss-term approximations to several
transport processes was implemented within a 1D radia-
tion-hydrodynamics code [33,34]. This model includes the
effects of kinetic transport of ion mass, momentum, and
thermal energy and reduction in fusion reactivity owing to
Knudsen-layer modification of ion-distribution tails when
the ion mean-free path around bang time approaches the
shell radius [16,35]. The model requires empirically deter-
mined parameters to calibrate its various flux terms.
A single set of five model parameters is then constrained
by the measured DD and D3He yields, DD-burn-averaged
Ti, DD bang time, and the laser absorption fraction over the
entire data set (40 observables). These simulations used the
nominal capsule diameter, shell thickness, and laser pulse
parameters, varying only the initial fill density, as was done
in the experiments. The code uses multigroup radiation
diffusion, charged-fusion-product diffusion, flux-limited
electron thermal diffusion (fe ¼ 0.06), and laser energy
propagation via geometric ray tracing and deposition by
inverse bremsstrahlung, with laser deposition and the flux
limiter inferred from the observed bang time and absorption
fraction.
Figure 4 shows the measured DD and D3He yields in
comparison to the RIK model and the clean hydrodynamic
simulation with kinetic effects turned off. Each kinetic
effect—ion thermal conduction, reactivity reduction due to
Knudsen modification of the ion distribution function, and
ion diffusion—has been progressively implemented to
show how each effect impacts the fusion yields over the
density range. The measured yield trends are captured by
the full reduced ion kinetic model over the entire density
range. In contrast, the clean simulation shows a very
different, flat trend, similar to that in DUED simulations
[Fig. 2(a)], though with slightly better agreement than
FIG. 3 (color online). YOC relative to 1D DUED simulations for
both DD and D3He reactions as a function of the Knudsen
number, the ratio of the ion-ion mean-free path (at bang time) to
the measured minimum shell radius.
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DUED in the high-density limit due to a lower laser
absorption fraction and electron flux limiter, which produce
lower clean-simulated yields.
The principal kinetic effects responsible for the reduction
in yield are, first, the diffusion of ions out of the hot fuel
region, which becomes especially significant at the lowest
initial gas densities and, second, the reduction in fusion
reactivity due to the non-Maxwellian depletion of high-
energy ions. Around a density of 0.3 mg=cm3, represen-
tative of the strongly kinetic regime, reduced fusion
reactivity due to Knudsen modification of the ion distri-
bution function is responsible for a factor of ∼2.5 (∼4)
reduction in DD (D3He) yield relative to the hydrodynamic
model, while ion diffusion accounts for an additional factor
of ∼10 (∼5) DD (D3He) yield reduction. For a Knudsen
number of NK ¼ 2, typical of the strongly kinetic regime
around 0.3 mg=cm3, the tail of the Knudsen-modified ion
distribution function is significantly depleted relative to the
corresponding Maxwellian ion distribution function, espe-
cially for normalized ion energies ϵ≡mv2=2kTi > 2.
As the fusing reactant ions typically have energies well
above the thermal energy, this depletion of high-energy
ions due to long mean-free paths can have a large impact on
the fusion reactivity.
To summarize, a systematic and comprehensive set of
experiments using shock-driven D3He implosions, in
which a wide array of diagnostics were employed, has
demonstrated a dramatically increasing yield deficit, rela-
tive to hydrodynamic predictions, with decreasing initial
gas density. This study methodically varied the Knudsen
number from 0.3 to 9, or the ratio of the fusion burn
duration to the ion diffusion time Rτ, from ∼0.3 to ∼14.
Both dimensionless parameters, directly inferred from
experimental measurements, indicate the degree of ion
kinetic effects. Hydrodynamic mix cannot account for these
observations. As a step towards illuminating the role of ion
kinetic effects, a model requiring empirically calibrated
parameters for determining the flux terms is utilized. This
model incorporates ion transport and deviations from
Maxwellian behavior within the framework of a radiation-
hydrodynamics simulation, and it effectively captures the
measured yield trends. In a broader context, an important
question concerns the potential role of kinetic effects in the
evolution of ignition implosions at the National Ignition
Facility [1]. Could the shock convergence phase, which
mirrors low-density, shock-driven implosions discussed
herein, impact the subsequent evolution of the compressional
phase of the implosion, which is highly collisional and
hydrodynamic in nature? It is possible that insight into this
question could be culled by measuring, with high accuracy,
the differential as well as the absolute timing of both shock
and compression bang times in surrogate ignition capsules
filled with D3He [36], as is being planned [37,38], and
contrasting these measurements to the predictions of hydro-
dynamic simulations used at the National Ignition Facility.
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